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Notwithstanding the considerations in a traditional 

electronic communication in a tolling environment, 
there are additional elements to consider in a non-
tolling application

 Should the Queen embark on a journey across the 
Kingdom to secretly meet her lover, she will 
undoubtedly encounter a number of instances where 
her information might be at risk.

Non-Toll Use of Toll 
Technology




 The efficiency of  RFID toll equipment today is leading to 

expanded uses

 Parking and other vehicle applications are a natural 
extension

 Numerous business and governmental applications are 
on the cusp of implementation

 It all adds up to increased use and value to people, 
making it a more attractive target than just toll 
applications

Why?




Many toll agencies already enable parking payment 

via the toll device
 Airports
 Surface lots

Can be through a agency/regional program, or set 
up as a companion account by third party

Parking




 Fast Food / Drive-Thru business is interested in 

using the technology as well as the customer base
 iDriveThru Wendy’s locations

How do you restrict the customer’s data from wider 
dissemination?

Fast Food / Drive Thru




Gated Community Access
 Industrial site access and movement control
Car wash
 State Parks

Other Uses




 If using the equipment purely to provide a payment 

mechanism, primarily done in one of two ways

 Payment processing occurs at toll agency back office
 Secured/controlled thru normal systems as in tolling

 Example is parking with E-ZPass Plus

 Payment occurs at the vendor location
 Does not pass to the toll agency
 Set up as a “companion account”
 Data shared directly between customer and vendor

Methods in Use Today




 Law Enforcement
 Typically want information to help solve crimes
 Requires Subpoena
 Requirements vary state to state

 Border Protection
 Interested in using established technology and 

customer base to make border crossings more efficient

Governmental Entities




Widespread state adoption of transponders is 

interesting to law enforcement and Homeland 
Security
 Allows rapid identification of vehicle ownership and 

other information

Incident Management




 In these types of situations, governmental agencies 

typically want to do several things

 Make operations more efficient by quickly paying fees

 Also some instances want identifying information

 Is there a way to cooperate with these agencies while 
still protecting our customers?

Governmental 
Cooperation




 So as our Queen completes her journey, she may ride 

through a burger joint and pay with her tag, park her 
carriage using the tag to pay fees, use her tag to gain 
access to her lover’s castle, and if she should get in 
an accident on the way home, the Sheriff could use 
her tag read to establish her identity………

How can we protect our Queen from misuse of 
any/all of that information?? 

Back to the Queen




When possible, separate the two
 iDriveThru companion account model
 Tag is used as an identifier only
 Toll agencies do not share customer data or provide 

access to customer account information

Tag Read Versus 
Customer Info




Question

When not possible to separate the tag reads from the 
customer data, such as permitting governmental 
agencies to have access to certain data, what 
safeguards can be implemented to enhance security 
of the data?
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